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1. 

This invention relates to free piston machines 
and more particularly to the type for Compress 
ing air and the principal object of the invention 
is the provision of improved means for control 
ling Starting and running thereof. 
More particuliariy the invention relates to con 

trol apparatus arranged for Operation by an 
operator to effect starting of a free piston air 
Compressor and neans automatically Operative 
after Starting to control running of the Com 
pressor in accordance With the pressure of 
delivered iiuid. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

Will become apparent from the following more 
detailed description thereof. 
In the accompanying drawings: Fig. 1 is a dia 

grammatic view of a free piston machine and of 
a control apparatus therefore embodying the 
invention; Big. 2 is a Sectional diagrammatic 
view of a portion of the control apparatus shown 
in elevation in Fig. 1; Figs. 3 and 4 are sectional 
views of positioning and locking cylinders, re 
Spectively, shown in elevation in Fig. 1; Fig. 5 
is a sectional view of a direct bounce governor 
device shown in elevation in Fig. 1; Fig. 6 is an 
enlarged view of a portion of said direct bounce 
governor device; and Fig. 7 is a diagrammatic 
view of a tiiling Valve device ShoWin in elevation 
in Fig. i. 

Description. 
in the drawing, reference numeral f indicates 

generally a free piston machine of Well-knoWn 
structure conprising a casing containing tWO 
opposed and identical, diesel type operated, air 
compressing units 2 and 3 each of which com 
prises a power piston is and integrally connected 
air compressing and direct bounce pistons 5 and 
6, respectfully. The two power pistons 4 coop 
erate with the casing of the machine to form a 
power chamber into which fiuid is adapted to 
be injected by way of a nozzle 8 for compression 
ignition upon Said pistons obtaining a chosen 
inner position. The power thus developed is 
adapted to drive the piston assemblies of the 
two units outWardly on an air compressing stroke. 
As the power pistons this move outwardly they 
are adapted to first uncover an exhaust port 9 
for escape of burnt gases from chamber 7 and 
then a scavenger port 5 to allow entry of fresh 
air to Said chanoer for SCaVenger purposes. 
At the power piston side of each air compress 

ing piston 5 is a Scavenger compreSSing chamber 
having a connection with atmosphere by way 

of an inlet valve 2 and a discharge connection 
with a scavenger receiver i3 by Way of a dis 
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2 
charge Valve 4, the scavenger receiver being 
connected to Said chamber in both compressing 
units and to the Scavenger port is in the casing, 
Whereby during running, reciprocation of pistons 
5 Will constantly provide a supply of compressed 
air for Scavenging the power chamber 7. 
At the opposite Side of each air compressing 

piston 5 is an air compressing chamber 5 having 
an intake opening with atmosphere past an iniet 
valve 6 and a delivery opening past a discharge 
valve i to a compressed air receiving pipe 3. 
?he pipe 8 is connected to the air compressing 
chamber 25 in both compressor units, to a storage 
reservoir 8a, and to a control waive device 9. 
It Will be apparent that upon running of the two 
compreSSor unitS 2 and 3, reciprocation of the 
air compressing pistons is will alternately draw 
air fro?ia atmosphere past iniet valves 6 into 
chambers s and then compress such air past 
the discharge valves 53 into pipe i3 and storage 
reservoir 80. The storage reservoir 8a, consti 
tutes a Source of compressed air for any desired 
purpoSe. 
At the outer end of each direct bounce piston 

8 is a direct bounce chamber 26 in which air is 
adapted to be compressed on the outward power 
and air compressing stroke of the two piston 
assemblies to provide energy for stopping said 
pistons and for returning thern on a compression 
Stroke to provide compression ignition. The two 
direct bounce chambers 25 are in permanent 
Communication with each other by way of a pipe 
2f which also connects with the control valve 
device. 9. 

ihe piston assemblies of the two air compress 
ing units are connected together for symmetrical 
movement by two pairs of oppositeiy operating 
toothed racks 22 and 23 cooperating with an 
interposed pinion gear 24 Secured to operate a 
rock Shaft 25 Which may be journaled in the 
Casing of Said unitS. The pairs of racks may be 
arranged at Opposite sides of the power pistons 
4. With the two racks 22 connected at one end 
to a bar 26 extending through an opening in one 
of Said pistons and Suitable slots 27 in the casing, 
while the two racks 23 are connected at one end 
to a Similar bar 28 extending through an opening 
in the other piston A and similar slots 28 in the 
casing, Said slots being of Such length as to per 
mit full Stroking of the piston assemblies without 
fouling on the casing. The bar 25 is rigidly con 
nected to the respective piston 4 and secured 
thereto at its center by a pin 26a while the open 
ing in the other piston through which the rod 28 
extends is wider in the direction of the axis of 
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the piston than the width of rod 28 to permit rod 
28 to rock slightly on a pin 28a secured at its 
longitudinal center to the respective piston is for 
equalizing pressure transmitted by both rods 28 
and 8 to the respective racks 22, 23. 
The casing is provided beyond each direct 

bounce chamber 20 with a safety space 30 which 
during normal running of the compressor con 
Stitutes a part of Said chamber. The Safety Spaces 
30 are adapted to receive the direct bounce pis 
tons 6 in case of overStroke of the piston assen 
blies during running to provide an air cushiora 
to stop the assemblies before contact of said 
pistons with the end walls of said spaces. Also in 
Starting the compressor the direct bounce pis 
tons 6 are adapted to move into the Safety Spaces, 
30, as Will be later described. 
For moving the piston assemblies apart to their 

extreme outer positions for starting the compres 
SOr and in which the direct bounce pistons 6 will 
be disposed in the Safety Spaces 39 two like posi 
tioning cylinder devices 3 and 32 are provided. 
For illustration purposes, these cylinder devices 
are shown at the Sanne side of the compressor and 
Oppositely arranged for acting on the opposite free 
ends of the respective racks 22, 23. 
Each of the positioning cylinder devices 3, 32 

compriseS (Fig. 3) a casing containing a piston 
33 provided with an axially arranged cylindrical 
piston rod 36 extending through and having slid 
ing contact with a bearing element 35. A pre 
Compressed Spring 36 encircling rod 34 is Support 
ed at one end on element 35 while its opposite 
end bears against one side of piston 33 for urging 
Said piston to a normal or rest position, in which 
it is shown in the drawing, when a pressure cham 
ber 37 is void of fluid under pressure. The bear 
ing element 35 is held in the casing against the 
force of Spring 36 by engagement with a ring 38 
Secured in the casing. Substantially midway of 
the length of piston rod 34 said rod has a stop 
shoulder 39 arranged for contact with the bear 
ing element 35 to limit movement of piston 33 
against Spring 36. - 

Slidably mounted in the piston rod 34 is a 
pistOn 48 One Side of which is open to chamber 37. 
Extending from the opposite side of piston 40 and 
through a Suitable bearing provided in a closed 
end wall 42 of rod 34 is a rod 4. Slidably mount 
ed on the rod 4 within the sleeve 34 is a spring 
Supporting device i3 Subject on opposite ends to 
preSSure of two oppositely extending compressed 
COil SpringS A4, 5, respectively, which encircle 
the rod is . The Spring 44 is supported at the end 
opposite that engaging the Supporting device 43 
by the end wall 42 of piston rod 34, while the oppo 
site end of Spring 45 bears against the piston 40, 
the purpose of Said springs being to urge said 
piston to the position in which it is shown in the 
drawing with respect to piston 33 when chamber 
37 is void of fluid under pressure. To prevent 
piston 40 moving out of its cylinder a ring 4.5a. 
is Secured to rod 4 outside of the casing for 
contact with the closed end wall 42 of the cylindri 
cal rod 34. 
The rods 4 of the two positioning cylinders 3 

and 32 are arranged for engagement with the 
ends of the respective racks, 22 and 23. When, 
as during running of the compressor, the rods are 
in their fully retracted position, in which they are 
shown in the drawing, racks 22, 23 are adapted 
to reciprocate with the power pistons 4 without 
contacting said rods. For starting the machine, 
preparatory to running, fluid under pressure is 
adapted to be Supplied to pressure chambers 37 
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4. 
in the two positioning cylinders 3, 32 through 
a common pipe 45 by operation of the control de 
Vice f. In each positioning cylinder device the 
preSSure acting on the piston 33 is adapted to 
move Said piston against Spring 38 until shoulder 
39 engages the bearing element 35 for projecting 
the cylindrical rod 34 from the casing. At Sub 
stantially the same time, the piston is 6 will be 
Innoved in the rod 34 by pressure of fluid in chann 
ber 3 and actuate its rod 4 first into contact, 
with the respective rack 22 or 23 and then through 
Said rack move the respective piston assembly 3, 
5 and 6 to the position preliminary to starting in 
which said pistora 3 will be disposed in the respec 
tive safety space. 30. 
A fluid preSSure operable, Spring released, lock 

ing device 4 is associated with each of the oppo 
site ends of the two rods 26, 23 for cooperation 
thereWith to hold the two piston assenblies in 
their outermost positions preliminary to start 
ing, against pressure of fiuid in the direct bounce 
chambers 20 which will become effective by leak 
age into the Safety spaces 3 over the ends of the 
direct bounce pistons 6, as will be later described. 

Each locking device (Fig. 4) comprises a cas 
ing 48 adapted to be fixed with respect to the 
compressor casing. Slidably mounted in casing 48 
is a piston 49 provided at one side with a rod 55 
extending through a non-pressure chamber 5: 
and a Suitable bore in the end wall thereof to the 
exterior of the casing. A precompressed spring 
52 contained in chamber 5? and encircling rod 
5) is Supported at one end on the casing and 
bears at the opposite end against one side of pis 
tOn 49 for urging Said piston to its normal rest, 
position, in which it is shown in the drawing, upon 
release of fluid under pressure from a pressure 
chaimber 53 at the opposite side of said piston. 
Movement of piston 49 in the opposite direction 
against Spring 52 is adapted to be limited by 
contact between said piston and a boss 69a en 
circling the rod 35. The pressure chambers 53 
in the Several locking devices are all connected to 
a Common control pipe 54 leading to the control 
device 9. In practice the distance by way of pipe 
54 from the control device 9 to all of the lock 
ing devices 47 is substantially the same in order 
to provide for operation of said devices in unison. 

Each locking device 37 further comprises an 
arm 55 projecting from casing 48 and fulcrumed 
On a pin 56 carried by said arm is the knee of a 
bell crank 5 the end of one arm of which is con 
nected by a pin 58 to the projecting end of piston 
rod 50. A roller 59 is mounted on a pin 62 car 

is ried in the end of the other arm of bell crank E. 
The locking devices 4 adjacent the opposite ends 
of bar 26 are disposed with the ends carrying the 
rollers 59 arranged opposite to the ends carrying 
the roller's in the other two locking devices, and 
each of the opposite ends of the two bars 28, 28 is 
provided with a locking surface 6 for contact 
by the respective roller 59 with the piston 4 g in 
contact with the stop boss is 9a, in their respective 
locking device, said piston being movable to this 
position against Spring 52 upon supply of fluid 
under pressure to chamber 53 by way of pipe 54, 
as will be hereinafter described. The angularity 
of SurfaceS 8A with respect to the angular posi 
tion of the respective bell-cranks 57 when pistons 
49 are in contact with goss 49a, is such as to per 
mit pressure of fluid in the direct bounce cham 
bers 2 and safety spaces 30 acting on the piston 
assemblies and through the rods 26, 28 on the 
rollers 59 in the locking devices 4 to displace 
Said rollers out of the path of movement of said 
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rods, when fluid under pressure is released from 
pressure chambers 53. 

Reference numeral 62 indicates a fuel injector 
of any well-known type arranged to be operated 
by a cana 63 on the rock shaft 25 at the proper 5 
point in the inward stroke of the piston assen 
blies to supply fuel to the power chamber by 
way of nozzle 8 to provide compression ignition 
for driving the piston assemblies apart on their 
power, air compressing stroke. Adjustment of 10 
the injector 62 to vary the fuel supply is ob 
tained by a conventional rack 64 having a run 
position such as that in which it is shown in the 
drawing to provide a maximum amount of fuel 
for starting and normal running of the machine l? 
and being movable into the injector for reduc 
ing the fuel Supply. 
According to the invention I provide appa 

ratus for controlling operation of the structure 
so far described, and thereby for controlling 20 
compressing of air by the free piston units 2, 3 
into the storage reservoir 8d, and for automati 
cally limiting the pressure in said reservoir dur 
ing running of the machine. 
The invention comprises in part the control 25 

waive device 3, above mentioned, which in turn 
comprises a bracket 65 upon which is mounted 
a manually operable operator's starting valve 
device 66, a feed valve device 6a of any Well 
known structure, a vent valve device 67, a shuttle 30 
valve device 68, a sequence valve device 69 and 
an unloading valve device 9. 
The operator's starting valve device 66 (Fig. 2) 

comprises a casing having a chamber 7 con 
taining a supply valve 2 arranged to cooperate 
with a seat, 3 for controlling communication 
between said chamber and a chamber 74 by Way 
of an axial passage 5 encircled by Said Seat 
and one or more passages 76 connecting paSSage 
5 to chamber 4. A release valve 7 contained 40 

in chamber 4 is arranged to cooperate with a 
seat on the end of an axially movable cylindri 
cal plunger 8 for controlling a fluid pressure 
release communication between Said chamber 
and the interior of Said plunger which is Open 45 
to atmosphere through a radial port 19 in the 
plunger, a chamber 8) encircling said plunger 
and a passage 8. A pin 82 of Small diameter 
and extending through the axial bore 5 COn 
nects the adjacent Side of the Supply and re- 50 
lease valves 22 and 77. A Spring 83 in chamber 

acts on the supply valve 12 for Seating it. A 
casing shoulder 84 is provided for contact by 
the release valve to permit plunger 78 to 
move away from it for opening communication 55 
past said valve from chamber 74 to the interior 
of said plunger and thereby to atmosphere. 
The end of plunger 8 opposite the Seat for 

release valve ga extends through a bore in a cap 
nut 35 for engagement by an operator's lever 60 
86. Within the chamber 80, a collar 87 on 
plunger E3 is provided to contact cap nut 85 to 
limit unseating movement of said plunger from 
the release valve, and a Spring 88 contained 
in said chamber and acting on Said collar is 65 
provided to effect such movement of Said 
plunger. 
The operator's lever 86 has at one end a slot 

39 and extending through said slot and carried 
by the casing is a fulcrum pin 90. The lower to 
end of lever 86 is beveled and interposed there 
between and the casing is a Spring 9 which is 
under pressure and which has a line of action 
passing through said lever below the axis of pin 
9, whereby the spring not only acts to elevate 75 
the lever on said pin but also urges it in a 
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6 
counter-clockwise direction about said pin. The 
lever 86 has a protecting boss 92 for engaging 
the casing in the elevated position of Said lever 
to hold the lever out of contact with the project 
ing end of plunger E8. Depressing of lever 86 
downwardly against spring 9 to a position de 
fined by pin 90 engaging the opposite end of 
slot 86 will align the boss 86 for engagement 
with plunger T8. 
The Supply valve chamber 7 is open to a 

fluid pressure supply passage 93 adapted to be 
constantly supplied with fluid at a chosen pres 
sure, such as 500 pounds, by operation of the 
feed valve device 6a, to supply fluid thereto from 
a source of higher pressure such as 650 pounds 
normally contained in a high pressure reservoir 
94 and connected to the feed valve device by a 
pipe 95. The release valve chamber 4 is open 
by way of a passage 86 to pipe 46 connected 
to the positioning cylinder devices 3, 32. 
The vent valve device 6 comprises a valve 

96 contained in a chamber 97 for controlling 
communication between Said chaliber and a 
chamber 980, which is open to atmosphere 
through a passage 99. Chamber 97 is open by 
way of a passage in the bracket 65 to pipe 
8 leading to the air compressing chambers 5 
and storage reservoir 8a, as well as to the un 
loading valve device 3. The vent valve device 
further comprises a piston connected by 
stem C2 to valve 96 and open at one side to 
a pressure chamber 3 which is connected to 
the bracket passage 6. Upon Supply of fiuid 
under pressure to chamber 63 the piston G. 
is adapted to unseat valve 36 for opening cham 
ber 97 to the atmospheric passage 99. A Spring 
04: acting on piston is adapted to operate 

same upon release of fluid under preSSure from 
chamber 33 to permit seating of valve 96 by a 
spring 96a. The piston chamber 3 is open 
to passage 06. 
The shuttle valve device 68 comprises a poppet 

valve 26 contained in a chamber i2 which is 
open by way of a passage 28 to pipe 2? leading 
to the direct bounce chambers 23. The Valve 
26 is arranged to cooperate with a Seat 29 at 
one side for controlling communication between 
chamber 27 and a pipe 28d, leading to a direct 
bounce pressure governor device. 36. The valve 
26 is cooperative with a seat 3 at its opposite . 

side to control communication between chamber 
27 and an atmospheric passage 32. - - 
The valve 26 is connected to One end of a 

stem 33 extending through the encircling Seat 
i3 and then through a bore in the Casing into 
a chamber 34 at one side of a piston 35 to Which 
the opposite end of said stem is connected. A 
spring 36 in chamber 34 acts on piston 35 for 
actuating same to unseat the valve 26 from 
seat 29 and to seat it on seat 3 when a chan 
ber 37 at the opposite side of said piston is 
void of fluid under pressure. Upon Supply of 
fluid under pressure to chamber 3 the piston 
is adapted to shift valve 28 into engagement 
With seat 29. 
The sequence valve device 69 comprises a pop 

pet valve G7 contained in a chamber 58 which 
is open to pipe 54 leading to the locking devices 
47. The valve OT has two positions in one of 
which it is arranged to cooperate with a seat 
09 for disconnecting chamber 8 from an at 

mospheric passage and for Opening Said 
chamber through a seat to a passage 2 
connected by a pipe 3 to a timing valve device 

4. . In the other position of valve oil in which 
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it will be in engagement with seat if the chain 
ber 8 is adapted to be clisconnected from pass 
Sage 2 and opened to passage 9, 
The valve 0 is connected to one end of a 

stem f 5 extending through the seat fil, pas 
sage 2 and a bore in the casing. Connected 
to the opposite end of stem 5 is a piston f6 
for moving the valve 0 to its different positions, 
said piston being slidably mounted in a bore 
through an element f : Secured in the casing of 
the device and separating a chamber 20 at the 
side of said piston from which the stem if 5 pro 
jects from an atmospheric chamber 2 at the 
opposite side. The chamber 20 is provided 
around an annular Seat rib. 23 and Within Said 
rib is a chanber 24 encircling the Stern 5 
and Open to passage 23. The diameter of the 
seat rib 23 is less than that of piston 6 so 
that When Said piston is in contact therewith 
less than the full face of the piston Will be ex 
posed to chaniber 28, within Said rib. When the 
piston S is disengaged from seat rib 23 
chambers 2 and 23 are in effect one chamber. 
A spring 25 contained in chamber 2 acts on 
the piston for urging it into contact with 
Seat rib 23 with a chosen force. 
The unloading valve device 70 comprises a 

check Valve is contained in a chamber 42 and 
arranged to control cominunication by way of 
a bore 43 between said chamber and a passage 
44. The passage 44 is connected on the one 
hand through an air strainer 45 to passage OC 
and thence by way of pipe 3 to the storage 
reservoir 8d, and on the other hand, to an air 
intake pipe 3 for a high pressure auxiliary air 
compressor 4. A discharge pipe 43 from the 
compressor 4 is connected to chamber 42 in 
the unloading device. 

In the unloading device a bias spring 49 
acts on the check valve 4 for urging it to its 
seat. Extending through the passage 44 and 
bore 43 and engaging the check valve 4 is a 
pin 58 which is connected to a piston f 5; slid 
ably mounted in the casing. At the check valve 
side of piston 59 is a non-pressure chamber 52 
open to atmosphere through a vent 53 and con 
taining a spring 54 acting on said piston for 
urging it with a chosen force in a direction away 
from check valve & to permit seating of said 
valve by Spring 49, such movement of said 
piston being limited by contact with the casing. 
A ring seal 53c carried in the casing has seal 
ing and sliding contact with the peripheral sur 
face of pin 59 to prevent leakage of fluid under 
pressure from passage 44 to the atmospheric 
chamber 52. At the opposite side of piston 5 
is a pressure chamber 54a, which is open to a 
passage 55 in turn open to pipe 95 leading to 
the high pressure reservoir 94. 

Associated with the unloading device is a check 
valve 56 contained in a chamber 57 for closing 
communication between said chamber and a pas 
Sage 58 connecting the unloading check valve 
chamber 42 to the discharge pipe 48 from com 
pressor A. A bias Spring 59 in chamber 5 
acts on the check valve 56 for urging it to its 
seat. The chamber 57 is open to passage 55. 
The high pressure air compressor 47 may be 

of any suitable type capable of Operation by 
oscillation of shaft 25, which is driven by the 
free piston machine through the medium of 
one of the pairs of racks 22, 23 and the inter 
engaging pinion 23, to take air under pressure 
from pipe 45, and hence from the storage reser 
voir 8a, and to compress it to a higher pressure 
into pipe 8 and thence into the high pressure 
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8 
reservoir 94. The pressure of air in the storage 
reservoir 8a, as charged by the free piston ma 
chine as will be hereinafter described, may be 
of any degree up to for example 100 pounds but 
normally between for instance 90 and 100 pounds, 
while that delivered by the compressor 4 for 
supply to the high pressure reservoir 94 may for 
example be around 650 pounds. 
The direct bounce governor device - 39 (Fig. 

5) may comprise a casing having a chamber 69 
arranged to be constantly supplied with fluid 
from the high pressure reservoir 94 at the re 
duced pressure provided by the feed valve device 
6ia by way of passage 93 in the control valve 
device 9, a pipe 6 f and a passage 62 in said 
governor device. The chainber 60 contains a 
Supply valve 63 arranged to cooperate with a 
Seat 64 for controlling flow of fluid under pres 
Stire from said chamber to a chamber 65 which 
is open by pipe, 28a to the shuttle valve device 
68. Encircling the seat f 64 is an element f66 
having a bore in which the valve S3 is adapted 
to move, said bore being tapered outwardly froii 
Said Seat for cooperation with said valve to pro 
Wide a controlled and variable degree of opening 
past Said valve according to the degree it, is 
unseated from Seat 64. A stem 6 has one end 
CO:linected to valve 63 and a spring 68 con 
tained in chamber 8 acts on said stem for 
urging Said valve toward seat f64. The stem 
f6 is connected with and projects from one side 
Of a piston 63 through the chamber 6 and 
is constantly subject on said one side to pressure 
of fluid in Said chamber. The opposite side of 
pistOn 69 is subject to pressure of fluid in a 
chamber which is constantly open through 
a choke f l in Said piston and a passage 2 in 
Stein 67 to chamber 6. 
A poppet valve 3 contained in a chamber 

f74 open to chamber 7 is arranged to cooperate 
With a seat in the casing to control communica 
tion betweera said chamber 74 and a passage 
75 which is open to chamber 55. A release 

valve G (Fig. 6) coaxially arranged with re 
Spect to but Spaced from the valve 3 is adapted 
to cooperate with a seat on a movable eleinent 
77 for controlling a fuid pressure release con 

munication between passage 5 and a passage 
78 in said element. A plunger 79 slidably 
mounted in a Suitable bore in the casing has 
opposite ends in engagement, respectively, with 
the valves 3 and 76. A spring 80 contained 
in chamber 74 acts on the valve 3 for urging 
it toward its casing seat. A shoulder 8 in the 
Casing is arranged for contact by valve to 
permit unseating of the element therefrom. 
The element it is slidably mounted in a bore 

in the casing and has a sealing ring 82 in sealing 
and sliding contact With the wall of said bore to 
prevent leakage of fluid under pressure between 
passage is open to One Side of Said ring and a 
chamber 83 at the opposite side. She element 
fill constitutes an extension of a diaphragm foll 
lower 84 contained in channber 83 and clamped 
Centrally to one side of a flexible diaphragm 35 
by the cooperation thereof and a securing nut 
i86 engaging the opposite side of said diaphragm, 
The diaphragan is clamped around its edge in the 
casing with chamber 83 at one side and a cham 
ber 8 at the opposite side. Chamber 83 may 
be open by Way of a pipe 88 to one of the two 
direct bounce chambers 20. The pipe 88 has a 
relatively Small flow capacity so that upon re 
ciprocation of the two direct bounce pistons 6, 
as Will be hereinafter described, a substantial 
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mean of the pressure developed in said direct 
bounce chambers at opposite ends of the Stroke 
Of Said pistons will be constantly effective in 
chamber 83 on the one side of the diaphragm. 
Channber Si at the opposite side of the dia 
phragin Inay be constantly supplied with fluid 
Under pressure from passage 82 by Way of a 
choke 33. 
The diaphragin follower 8& comprises a stud 

portion is extending centrally through the dia 
phragm, for cooperation with the nut 86 and 
Said Stud portion has an axial counterbore to 
which passage 8 from the release valve 6 
opens and in which is slidably mounted one end 
Of a fuid conductor 9. The fluid conductor 
extends through chamber 8 and its opposite 
end is slidably mounted in a casing bore which 
is open to atmosphere through a passage 92, 
Whereby passage 8 is constantly vented. The 
opposite ends of the conductor S are spherical 
and each carries a sealing ring 93 having sealing 
and sliding contact with the wall of the respec 
tive bore for preventing leakage of fluid under 
pressure from one side to the opposite side of the 
ring. The cross-sectional area of the end of the 
Conductor S disposed in the bore of the follower 
stud 98 is greater than the cross-sectional area, 
of the movable element , so that the area of 
the diaphragm Subject to pressure of fluid in 
chamber 8; is somewhat less than that subject 
to pressure of fluid in chamber 83, whereby in 
case of equal pressures of fluid in chanbers 83, 
E8, a slight bias force will be provided acting in 
the directicn of chamber 8t. 
The direct bounce governor device 3 further 

comprises a member 8 adjustably mounted in 
a bore in the casing and having a counterbore 95 
closed at One end by a plug 96, while extending 
froin the opposite end through a plug 97 secured 
in Gne end of said bore and into an atmospheric 
chanber 98 is an adjusting stem 99. The plug 
iS6 has an axial bore encircled within counter 
bore 95 by a valve seat provided for engagement 
by a poppet valve.26 contained in said counter 
bore. A bias spring 2 in counterbore 95 acts 
on the valve 289 for urging it to its seat. Coun 
terbore 95 is constantly open to diaphragm 
chamber 8 by Way of one or more ports 22 
therethrough, an annular cavity 263 provided in 
the exterior Surface of plunger 93 and a pas 
Sage 4. 
A bias Spring 25 contained in chamber 98 is 

interposed between the casing and a washer 296 
Secured to stem. 99 for holding said stem, the 
plunger Sá and the associated seat for valve 25 
in a chosen position in the casing determined by 
adjustinent of an adjusting screw 27 screw. 
threatied in the casing and extending into cham 
er 98 wherein it engages the end of stem 99. 
At the Outer or right-hand end of plug 96 is 

a chamber 2S open by a passage 29 to a cham 
ber 2 at the opposite end of plunger 93, said 
paSSage being also open to passage 5, and 
theince to chamber 35 and thereby the direct 
bounce chambers 25). Suitable sealing rings 2 
Carried by the piunger 94 are provided to pre 
Vent leakage of fluid under pressure from cavity 
283 to either chamber 28 or 2. 
A plunger 2.2, slidably mounted in suitable 

bores in the casing in coaxial alignment with the 
Valve 2 in the governor device 3), is so dis 
posed that the end of said plunger projecting 
from Said device is aligned for engagement by 
the end of one of the racks for instance a rack 
22 as shown in the drawing, near the end of the 
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compression stroke of the power pistons 4. The 
plunger 2 i2 comprises a relatively large portion 
23 terminating in a chamber 24 wherein one 
end is connected to a smaller part 2.5 which 
projects outside of the casing for engagement 
With the rack 22. Projecting from the Opposite 
end of the large portion 23 into chamber 28 is 
a smaller portion 26 and projecting from the 
Smaller portion 26 is a portion 2 extending 
through chamber 28 and, With clearance, 
through an axial bore in plug 96 for engaging 
the poppet valve 200. Chamber 24 is open 
through a passage 2 a to the annular cavity 293 
so as to be constantly charged with fluid under 
preSSure from diaphragm chamber 8. The 
area of plunger 22 thus Subject to pressure of 
fluid in chamber 2:4 is slightly greater than the 
area, subject to pressure of fluid in chamber 298 
whereby a force is Created which will constantly 
bias said plunger in the direction of and against 
the valve 20 but insufficient to unseat said valve 
against spring 20. 
The timing valve device 4, except as herein 

after noted, may be identical to the starting valve 
device 66 and the fluid pressure Supply pipe 6 
is connected to the supply valve chamber 7 
thereof while the pipe f3 is connected to the 
release Valve chamber 4. 
The plunger 8 of the timing valve device 4 

is however, provided with an enlarged piston-like 
portion 23 (Fig. 7) subject on One end to pres 
Sure of fluid in the release Wave chamber and 
on the opposite end to atmoshperic pressure in 
chamber 8. The area of portion 23 is such 
that When Subject to preSSure of fluid in chanber 
74, said portion will move the plunger 8 against 
spring 88. The shoulder 84 for contact with the 
release Valve to unseat it from the end of 
plunger 8 is So disposed as to permit a greater 
movement of Said plunger after Seating of the 
supply valve 72 before unseating of the release 
Valve 7 occurs than is the case with the starting 
valve device 66, for reasons which will be here 
in after described. A light bias Spring 232 acts 
on the release valve to urge it out of contact 
With shoulder and into contact with pin 92 upon 
release of fluid under pressure from chainber 4. 
The timing valve device 4 is so arranged with 

respect to the free pistol Rachine that the 
plunger 8 thereof will be operated, as by el 
gagement of the rack connecting bar 25, to close 
the release valve and open the supply valve 
2 when, and only when, the direct bounce pis 

tons are at the end of their outward stroke dis 
posed in the Safety Spaces 38, and to permit clos 
ing of Said Supply waive upon sight novelent 
in the opposite direction followed by opening of 
the release valve after the direct bounce pistons 
6 are urged out of the safety spaces 35 a chosen 
distance. 
A notor 2 is provided for adjusting the track 

g of the fuel injector 62. This motor coin prises 
a Casing containing a fiexibie diaphragri 2, 3 at 
One side Of which is a, chanber 22 open to pipe 
8 whereby said diaphragm is adapted to be 

Coastantly Subjected in said chainber to the pres 
Sure of fluid in the storage reservoir 3G, 

t the opposite side of diaphragm 2 is a non 
pressure chamber 223 containing a plunger 228 
engaging at One end the adjacent Side of dia 
phragm 29 and extending outwardly from the 
casing with its opposite end operatively coin 
nected to a lever 223 between its ends. Ozie end 
of lever 222 is fulcrumed to a lug 225 projecting 
from the casing of the notor While its opposite 
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end is operatively connected by a link 228 to rack 
gs of the fuel injs.gtor S2. A shoulder 23. On 
stern 22 g is provided for engagement with a stop 
nut, 222 adjustably secured in the casing for 
Jimiting movement of said stem and of dia 
phragm 23 by pressure of fluid in chamber 220 
to a degree for pcsitioning lever 222 and thereby 
the fuel rack S3 to what may be called an idle 
position. A spring 229 in chamber 223 acts on 
diaphragm 2 3 in Opposition to pressure of fluid 
in chainber 22. 
The pressure of spring 229 is such as to prevent 

movement of the diaphragm from the position in 
Which it is shown in the drawing while the pres 
sure of fluid in the storage reservoir 3d acting 
in chamber 229 is less than the chosen preSSure, 
such as 93 pounds. When the pressure of fluid 
in reservoir 3d and chamber 22) is increased to 
above this chosen pressure the diaphragm 23 
is adapted to be deflected thereby in accordance 
with such increase until at the time a chosen 
higher pressure, such as 100 pounds, is obtained 
the shoulder 237 on plunger 224 will contact stop 
nit 223. With the diaphragm 22 in the posi 
tion in which it is shown in the drawing the le 
ver 222 and rack 34 yill be positioned to supply 
the maximlin amount of fuel to the nozzle 8. It 
Will therefore he seen that. for starting the free 
piston machine and during running thereof until 
the pressure of fluid in the Storage reservoir 8d. 
is increased to the chosen pressure of 90 pounds 
the Supply of fuel to the machine will be coln 
stant and of a maximum degree, following 
which the fuel Supply will be reduced in propor 
tion to further increase in pressure in reservoir 
fied until at the time the higher pressure of 130 
pounds is reached the fuel supply will be so re 
duced that the machine will merely idle. When 
idling there. Will be no discharge of air from the 
air compressor chambers 15, as Will be brought 
Out later in detail. 
A cut-out valve 23 is provided in the connec 

tion of pipe 95 to the feed valve device 6a, for 
closing communication between said pipe and 
feed Valve device when the free piston compressor 
units are Stopped and for opening said communi 
cation for Starting and during running of said 
units. 

Operation, 

In Operation, let it be assumed that the free 
piston air compressor is stopped and that the 
high pressure reservoir 94 is charged with fluid 
at Substantially normal pressure, such as 650 
pounds, from previous operation of the auxiliary 
high pressure compressor is 7 in a manner which 
Will become later apparent. When the high 
preSSure reServoir charged. With fluid under 
preSSure it will be noted that the check valve 
55 associated with the unloading valve device 

f functions to hold the fluid in said reservoir 
against reverse flow through passage 55. When 
the free piston compressor is stopped the cut 
out valve 235 will also be closed to disconnect the 
high pressure reservoir 94 from the feed valve 
device 6 a. 
In order to prepare for starting the free pis 

ton compressor, the cut-out valve 236 will be 
Opened to permit fluid under pressure from the 
high pressure reservoir to flow to the feed valve 
device a which will operate to supply fluid 
therefrom at the desired reduced preSSure, for 
example 500 pounds, to passage 93 and thence 
to chamber in the starting valve device 68 and 
also from Said passage to pipe is leading to 
the corresponding chamber 71 in the timing valve 
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12 
device 4, and let it be further assuined that 
the supply valve 2 in both of said devices is 
seated at this time, 

Fluid supplied by the feed valve device 6a, to 
pipe 6: Will also flow into chamber 33 and 
gradually through choke 83 into chamber 8? 
of the direct bounce governor device 3. 
When the free piston compressor is stoppad, 

in a manner which will be later described in de 
tail, the piston assemblies will be substantially 
in their innermost position and valve 28 in the 
direct bounce governor device 33 will therefore 
be open Sufficiently to dissipate to atmosphere 
past the valve 26, which Will be open, the fuid 
under pressure thus supplied to chamber 8, at 
a rate exceeding the rate of supply through 
choke 89, so that there will be no change in po 
Sition of the parts of the direct bounce governor 
device upon initialiy opening the cut-cut valve 
230. 
To now start the free piston air compressor the 

Operator Will grasp lever 86 and turn it about 
pivot pin 9 in a clockwise direction against the 
force of Spring 94 until the lug 92 on said lever 
clears the projecting end of plunger 8. The lever 
86 will then be depressed against the spring 9 
until the lug 92 aligns with the end of plunger 
8 in the starting valve device 66 following which 

Said lever Will be rocked in a counter-clockwise 
direction for actuating said plunger into seating 
engagement with the release valve to close the 
atmospheric connection to chamber 4 and to 
then actuate pin 82 to unseat the supply valve 
72. Fluid under pressure from the feed valve de 
Vice 6 to present in chamber will then flow past 
the Supply valve 2 to the release valve chamber 
4 and thence into passage 06. 
Fluid under pressure thus supplied to passage 

f6 will flow to piston chamber 93 in the vent 
Valve device 6 and there act on piston to 
move it against Spring 84 for unseating the 
valve 96 against Spring 960. Upon unseating of 
Valve 96 the air compressing chambers 5 in the 
free piston air compressor and the storage res 
ervoir 8d will be opened to atmosphere through 
pipe 3 and passage 3 leading to the valve 
chamber 9 and thence past, the open valve 95 to 
chamber 98a, and through the atmospheric pas 
Sage 99, it being apparent that the air compress 
ing chambers 5 are open to pipe 3 past the 
discharge valves therefor. The storage reser 
voir 8a, is preferably of relatively small volume, 
such as 5 cubic feet as will be employed in con 
nection. With certain portable air compressing 
units, so that if partially charged at the time of 
Starting the compressor , the dissipation of 
Such fluid by Operation of the vent valve device 
6 as just described, will not be material. If the 
reservoir 8d, were of greater volune, as night 
be employed in a stationary air supply system, a 
check Valve (not shown) might be provided be 
tween said reservoir and pipe f8 to hold fluid 
pressure in Said reservoir at the time of venting 
said pipe through the went valve device 6. 

Fluid under pressure supplied to passage 05 
by operation of the starting valve device 66 will 
also flow through choke 45 into chamber 39 
and thence through passage 38 into piston 
chamber 3 of the Shuttle valve device 63. The 
flow capacity of the choke 48 and size of volume 
i39 are SO related that sufficient pressure will be 
obtained in chamber 37 of the shuttle valve de 
vice. 68 to move piston 35 against spring 36 
immediately following opening of vent walve 96 in 
the vent valve device 67, although the piston 35 
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may operate in unison with piston under 
the present condition. The movement of piston 
35 against spring 36 will shift the valve 26 
Out of engagement with Seat 3 and into en 
gagement with seat 29 thereby disconnecting 
pipe 2 and the direct bounce chainbers 2 from 
pipe 23a leading to the direct bounce governor 
device S6 and opening the former pipe and 
thereby the direct bounce chambers to the at 
mospheric passage 32, it now being seen that 
both the direct bounce chambers 20 and the air 
compressing chambers 5 in the free piston air 
compressor are open to atmosphere. 

Fluid under pressure supplied by the starting 
valve device 68 to passage is will also flow 
through pipe E8 to the two positioning cylinder 
devices 3 and 32 and actuate the pistons 33 and 
39 therein to move the respective rods & into 
contact with the ends of the respective racks 22 
and 23 and then through said racks actuate the 
bars 25 and 28 to move the two piston assemblies 
of the air corn pressor in a direction a Way from 
each other and to the position for starting in 
Which the direct bounce pistons S Will be dis 
posed in the respective safety spaces 38 in con 
tact with the end walls thereof, it being noted 
that such movement is unopposed by pressure of 
fiuid in either the air compressing chambers 5 or 
direct bounce chambers 2 since said chambers 
are open to atmosphere and Vented at this tine. 
As the two power pistons 4 are thus rinoved apart 
the power chamber will be first opened to the 
exhaust port 9 and then to the Scavenger port 
9 insuring a charge of fresh air in said charaber 
from the scavenger receiver 3. 
As the two piston assemblies are noved from 

their innermost position to their outer host posi 
tion for starting, by operation of the positioning 
cylinder devices 3 and 32 as just described, the 
movement from the innermost position will with 
draw the one rack 22 from contact with plunger 
22 in the direct, bounce governor device 33 
whereupon spring 2 CE will seat, valve 23 to pre 
vent further venting of fluid under pressly refroil 
diaphragm chamber 8. The pressure of fluid 
in chamber 3: Will then increase by the supply 
through choke 89 to substantially the same pres 
sure as provided by the feed valve device 6a in 
passage 62 and this pressure acting on dia 
phragm 85 will deflect, said diaphragm to close 
valve 76 and open valve 3. Upon opening of 
valve 3 fluid under pressure Will be Weinted from 
piston chamber 9 to passage 5 and thence 
to chainber is and pipe 38G at a rate exceeding 
the rate of supply to chamber through choke 

in piston 85, whereupon the higher pressure 
of fluid in chamber 3 acting on the opposite 
side of piston 53 will actuate said piston to open 
the supply valve 63 to permit flow of fluid under 
pressure from chamber 66 to chamber 65 and 
pipe 28a. As the pressure of fluid in chamber 
65 is thereby increased it will reduce the flow 

from piston chamber 3 past the open valve 
3 and permit, the pressure in chainber to 

increase by flow through the choke , until 
finally the differential in pressures in chambers 
79 and f6) at opposite sides of the piston 69 

will become reduced to a point where spring f68 
will close the supply valve 63. Following closing 
of the supply valve 63, the pressure in chamber 
35 and pipe 28a, will equalize through choke 

in piston S9 and past, the open Valve 3 
with that in the supply passage 62. The valve 
3 will remain open at this time under pressure 

of fluid in chamber 87 acting on diaphragm 85 
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14 
since chamber 83 at the opposite side of the dia 
phragm is vented with the direct bounce cham 
ber 29 through the shuttle waive device 63. 
With the valve 26 in the shuttle valve device 

63 seated on seat 29 the supply valve 63 in the 
direct bounce governor device will be only mo 
mentarily opened for charging the relatively 
Small volume of chamber 65 and pipe 28d un 
der the condition being described. This opera 
tion. Of the direct bounce governor device 3 is 
not significant at the stage in the starting oper 
ation under consideration, but the purpose will 
be brought out hereinafter. 
By the time the direct bounce pistons 6 move 

into contact with the end Wall of safety spaces 
3, under action of the positioning cylinder de 
vices 3, 32, the bar 26 connecting the racks 22 
Will have engaged plunger 8 in the timing valve 
device 4 and actuated the Waives therein to 
establish communication between pipe 8 Sup 
plied with fluid under pressure from the feed 
valve device Sla and pipe 3 leading to the Se 
quence valve device 69. Fluid under pressure will 
thus be supplied to pipe 3 from which it Will 
flow through passage 2 in the sequence Valve 
device 69 and past the valve 9 therein which 
at this time is unseated from seat , to pipe 54 
leading to the locking devices . . Pressure of 
fiuid thus obtained in piston chambers 53 of the 
locking devices will actuate pistons 39 against 
springs 52 for operating the bell cranks 57 to 
move the rollers 59 into position for contagt 
with the respective surfaces 6 on the rods 26 and 
28 with a force which will hold the two piston 
assemblies apart upon subsequent release of fluid 
under pressure from the positioning cylinder de 
vices 3 and 32 and charging of the direct bounce 
chambers 2 with fluid under pressure. 

After the locking devices i have been Oper 
ated to their locking positions, as just described 
the operator will let go of the lever 86 whereupon 
spring 9 will return said lever to its normal 
position in which it is shown in the drawing and 
in which the lug 92 is disposed above the pro 
jecting end of the plunger 78 in the starting valve 
device 66. In the starting valve device 68 Spring 
33 will then seat valve 72 to cut off further Sup 
ply of fluid under pressure to passage 36 while 
spring 88 will move the plunger 8 out of con 
tact with the release valve if for opening said 
passage to atmosphere. 
Upon opening passage 6 to at InoSphere fluid 

under pressure will be released from chamber 
37 in the positioning cylinder devices 3 and 32 
whereupon the pistons 33, A therein Will be re 
turned to their normal position, in which they 
are shown in Fig. 3, by action of Springs 36, 44 
and 45. 
Upon release of fluid under pressure from pas 

sage 6 fluid under pressure will be also released 
from piston chamber 63 in the vent valve device 
67 whereupon spring e4 will actuate piston 
back to its normal position, in which it is shown 
in the drawing, in order to permit closing of valve 
96 by spring.96a. The closing of valve 99 Will 
disconnect from atmosphere the passage and 
thereby pipe 8, the storage reservoir 3d and 
air compressing chambers 5. 

Immediately following closing of the valve 96 
in the vent valve device 67 the pressure of fluid 
in chamber 37 in the shuttle valve device 68 will 
become sufficiently reduced through choke 40 
and the vented passage 96 to permit Spring 36 
to return said piston to its upper position in 
which it is shown in the drawing for unseating 
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valve 26 from seat 29 and for seating it against 
Seat 3. The Seating of waive 26 against Seat 
3f Will close the atmospheric connection to the 

direct bounce chamber's 39 via passage 32 and 
Open said changers to pipe 28a leading to the 
Girect bounce governor device 30. 
Upon Operation of the shuttle valve device 68 to 

disconnect the direct bounce chambers 29 from 
atmosphere and to connect then to pipe 23d. 
leading to the direct, bounce governor device 30, 
the pressure of fluid in chamber 65, and thereby 
in piston chamber 70 which at this tinae is open 
to chamber 65 past the valve 3, will promptly 
reduce by fiow into the direct bounce chambers 
20. Upon this reduction in pressure in chamber 
70 the pressure of supply fluid in chamber 60 at 

the opposite side of piston 69 will actuate said 
piston to unseat, valve 63 against the opposing 
force of spring 68 whereupon fluid under pres 
sure from passage 62 will flow past said valve 
to chanaber S5 and then into the direct bounce 
changers 28 for charging said chainberS. 
As fiuid under pressure is thus supplied to the 

direct bounce chambers 2 it will flow by leakage 
past the direct bounce pistoins 6 into the safety 
spaces 30 and act on the ends of said pistons 
which will move said pistons out of Said spaces 
and bring the ends of the rods 2S, 28 into contact 
with the respective rollers 59 of locking devices 
& Which Will then temporarily stop further move.- : 
ment of said pistons. As the direct bounce pis 
tons 6 thus nove out of the safety spaceS 39 the 
supply valve 2 in the timing valve device f4 
will become seated but the release valve T will 
remain seated as the plunger 8 is moved with 
the respective rack 23 by pressure of fiuid in 
chambers 4 acting on the piston portion 23 of 
said plunger, whereby the fluid under pressure 
in the locking devices it will be bottled up to 
maintain said devices effective. 
The piston 6 in the sequence valve device 

69 is at this time seated by spring 25 against 
the annular seat rib 23, and the chamber 24 
Within said seat rib being open to the direct 
bounce chambers 28 by way of passage 28 and 
pipe 2A, will become charged with fluid at Sub 
stantially the same time and to substantially 
the same pressure as effective in the direct bounce 
tham hers. When the pressure of fluid thus ob 
tained in the direct bounce chanbers 2 and in 
chamber 24 of the sequence valve device 89 is 
thus increased to a chosen segree, Such as 425 
pounds, such pressure will overcome the Oppos 
ing force of spring 25 on the piston 6 and 
start said piston moving away from the seat rib 
23. As the piston 6 thus moves out of con 
tact with the seat rib. 23 the pressure of fluid 
effective in chamber 24 within said rib Will 
equalize into chamber 23 encircling said rib 
thereby Subjecting the full area of piston 6 to 
such pressure which will create a force so ex 
ceeding that of spring 25 as to promptly actuate 
said piston to move valve 9 out of contact with 
seat f9 and into contact with seat if . This 
movement of valve into contact With seat 

f f will close communication between the tim 
ing valve device is and the locking devices 47 
While the disengagement of said valve from seat 
69 will open pipe 55 from said locking devices 

to atimosphere through a passage 0, whereby 
the fluid under pressure present in chambers 53 
in the locking devices will be suddenly released. 
the Springs 52 in the locking devices 47 plus the 

preSSC re of fluid in the direct bounce chambers 
20 acting through the direct bounce pistons 6 
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on rods 26, 28 will then disengage said locking 
devices from Said rods and permit Said preSSure 
of fluid to move the two piston asseinblies fron 
their outer positions in the direction of each 
other. 
As the two piston assemblies thus move indie!" 

pressure of fiuid in the direct bounce chainbers 
20, the plunger 78 of the tinning valve device 3 
will nove with the respective rack 23 until the 
release valve therein is unseated by engage 
ment with shoulder 84 wherepon the fitid in 
der preSSu'e remaining in the release valve 
chamber 74 and connected pipe 3 will be vent 
ed through Said plunger to atmosphere. When 
the pressure in chamber it acting on the por 
tion 23 of the plunger is thus sufficiently re 
duced the Spring 88 will return said plunger to 
its normal position in which it is shown in the 
drawing and in which it will not be contacted by 
the respective rack 23 during subsequent run 
ning of the machine. When the release valve : 
is unSeated by shoulder 843 as just described the 
differential in fluid pressures acting thereon Will 
become So reduced as to permit spring 232 to 
EnOWe Said valve out of contact with shoulder 
64 So that said waive will remain open as the 
plunger 8 returns to its normal position, as just 
inentioned. 
As the piston assemblies are moved inwardly 

toward each other under pressure of fillid in the 
direct bounce chambers 20 as just, described the 
power pistons 3 will close first the scavenger port 
it and then the exhaust port 9, following which 
the air thus trapped between the two power pis 
tons will be compressed and at the proper time 
the injector 62 will be operated by the cam 63 
to inject fuel into the power chamber a through 
the nozzle 8 to provide compression ignition for 
(developing power to stop inward movement of 
the piston assemblies and to drive thern apart. 
t Will be noted that since the pipe 3 and stor. 
age reservoir 8d were vented to atmosphere 
preliminary to starting, that the fuel control no 
tor 2 3 Will position rack S3 to provide for a 
ima Xinlun Supply of fuel by the injector 82 on 
the initial starting stroke of the piston assein 
blies. 
As the two piston assemblies move inwardly 

On their initial stroke the air present in the 
Scavenger compressing chambers will be 
forced past the discharge valves 4 into the 
SCaVenger receiver 3, the air compressing cham 
bers is will be filled with air by way of the in 
take valves 6, while the pressure of fluid in the 
direct bounce chambers 2 will reduce as the 
volume of Said chambers is suddenly increased 
by the inward movement of the two direct bounce 
pistons 6. As the piston assemblies then move 
apart on their initial power stroke by the force 
Created by combustion of fuel in the power chain 
ber 7, the Scavenger pressure chambers will be 
refilled with air past the intake valves 2 while 
the air present in the air compressing chambers 
f5 will be discharged past the discharge valves 

into the pipe f8 and thence to the Storage 
reservoir 8d. Also on this initial outward stroke 
of the piston assemblies air present in the di 
rect bounce chambers 29 will be Coirpressed to 
a degree which, co-acting with the pressure cre 
ated in the air compressing chambers 5, Will 
stop Said piston assemblies short of entering the 
Safety Spaces 30 and provide energy for return 
ing said pistons on the following inward stroke. 
The direct bounce governor device 38 is auto 

natically operative during running of the ma 
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chine to so regulate the amount of air in the di 
rect bounce chambers 20, with respect to the 
amount of fuel supplied to power chamber 7 for 
driving the pistons apart, and also with respect 
to the energy of the air remaining in the air 
CompreSSing chambers 5 at the end of the out 
Ward Stroke of the piston assemblies, as to stop 
the piston assemblies at the proper position on 
their outward stroke, and to provide the energy 
required for returning said assemblies to a chosen 
inner position. 
When the direct bounce chambers 20 are ini 

tially charged with fluid under pressure by the 
direct bounce governor device 30 preparatory 
to starting the compressor, the pressure of such 
fluid may, as above mentioned, be for instance 
425 pounds at the time the sequence valve de 
vice 69 operates to effect release of the locking 
devices 47 to permit the initial inward stroke of 
the piston assemblies. At this time the pres 
sure of fluid in diaphragm chamber 87 of the 
direct bounce governor device will be of sub 
stantially the same value as that supplied by 
feed valve device 67a, while in chamber 83, 
which is connected to the direct bounce cham 
bers 28 through the small flow capacity pipe 88, 
the pressure of fluid at the time the sequence 
wave device 69 operates, may be somewhat less 
than in the direct bounce chambers 20, so that 
the diaphragm 85 will still hold the valve 73 
Open for venting piston chamber 70 to the direct 
bounce chambers 20 to permit the supply pres 
Sure in chamber 60 to hold said piston in the 
position in which the valve 63 is still open for 
Supplying fluid under pressure to the direct 
bounce chambers 20. s 
On the initial inward stroke of the piston as 

Semblies, however, the pressure of fiuid in dia 
phragin chamber 83 will start gradually, reduc 
ing through pipe 88 due to the sudden reduction 
in pressure in the connected direct bounce cham 
bers 2 but this reduction in pressure in cham 
ber 83 in itself will be of no immediate conse 
quence since it is effective merely to permit dia 
phragin 85 to hold the valve 73 open for con 
tinuing the supply of fluid under pressure to the 
direct bounce chambers by way of the open sup 
ply wave 63. 
The energy of the air in the direct bounce 

chambers 2 will be greater on the initial few 
inward strokes of the piston assemblies than re 
guired during subsequent running, and as a re 
Sult these inward strokes of said assemblies will 
be longer than desired for running. Due to this, 
on each inward stroke of the piston assemblies 
the respective rack 22 will operate plunger 22 
in the direct bounce governor device to unseat 
the valve 200 a distance equal substantially to 
the overstroke of said piston assemblies. This un 
seating of valve 200 will release fluid under pres 
sure from chamber 8. to the direct bounce 
chambers 2 at a rate exceeding the supply 
through choke 89 to permit a reduction in pres 
sure of fluid in said chamber governed by the 
length of time. Which the Valve 200 is unseated or 
the distance which it is unseated by the plunger 
22. After. One or more inward strokes of the 
piston assemblies the pressure of fluid in dia. 
phragm chamber 87 will be thus so reduced with 
respect to the opposing pressure of fluid in cham 
ber 83 as to permit the deflection of diaphragm 
85 by said opposing pressure to permit closing 

of the supply valve T3, whereupon the pressure 
of fluid in piston chamber 70 will become equal 
ized through-choke 17 and passage 72 with that 
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18 
in the supply passage 62 to permit closing of 
the valve 63 by spring 68. After one or more 
further overstrokes of the piston assemblies in 
the inward direction the intermittent opening of 
Valve 20 will effect Sufficient further reduction 
in pressure of fluid in diaphragm chamber 8 
to permit the pressure of fluid in chamber 83 
to deflect diaphragm 85 further in the direction 
of the left hand to permit opening of the release 
valve 76 for thereby releasing fluid under pres 
sure from the direct bounce chambers 20. As the 
amount of fluid in the direct bounce chambers 20 
is thus reduced the length of the inward, over 
stroke of the piston assemblies will be corre 
Spordingly decreased, until eventually, the inter 
mittent but reduced opening of valve 209 with 
respect to the flow capacity of choke 89 for 
supplying fluid under pressure to chamber 87 
will provide a pressure in chamber 187 so related 
to the mean direct bounce chamber pressure ef 
fective in chamber 83 at the opposite side of 
diaphragm 85 that said diaphragm may remain 
in a position in which the valve 76 is closed 
as well as the valve 73. In case of leakage of 
fluid under pressure from the direct bounce cham 
bers 20 to, for instance, the air compressing 
chamber 5, which would tend to reduce the in 
ward stroke of the piston assemblies, the valve 200 
will be unseated on the inward stroke to a cor 
responding leSS extent or for a less period of tine 
so that the pressure of fluid in diaphragm cham 
ber 8 Will be reduced only to a degree suffi 
ciently in excess of that in chamber 83 to main 
tain the valve 73 unseated to a degree just suf 
ficient to offset Such leakage. 

It will thus be seen that during the first few 
strokes of the free piston air compressor, the di 
rect bounce governor device 30, as controlled by 
the overstroke of the piston assemblies in the in 
Ward direction Will automatically reduce the 
arount of air in the direct bounce chambers 2 
to the degree required to cause movement of the 
piston assemblies only to the chosen inner posi 
tion. The adjusting screw 20 in the direct bounce 
governor device is provided for adjusting the seat 
for valve 200 for in cooperation with said valve 
determining the end of the inward Stroke of the 
piston assemblies during running of the ma 
Chine, 
The energy of the air in the clearance space in 

the air compressing chambers 5 at the end of 
the outward air compressing stroke of the piston 
assemblies acts in conjunction with the energy of 
the air in the direct bounce chambers 20 for mov 
ing the piston assemblies inwardly, and the for 
net energy varies in accordance With the pressure 
of air in pipe 8 and storage reservoir 8a, but the 
direct bounce governor device 3) will autonati 
cally vary the amount of air in the direct bounce 
chambers 20 inversely in proportion to the en 
ergy of the air in the air compressing chambers 
i5 at the end of the air compressing stroke so 
that the combined energies will always be such 
as to maintain the desired inner dead center 
point of the power pistons as will be apparent 
from the above description. 
The pressure of spring 229 in the fuel con 

trol motor 28 is such as to maintain the dia 
phragm 29 and thereby the lever 222 and fuel 
control rack 64 in the position in which they are 
shown in the drawing, providing for a maximum 
Supply of fuel to the power chamber 7, until the 
preSSure of fluid in the storage reservoir 8a, and 
pipe 8 effective in diaphragm chamber 220 is 
increased to a chosen degree, such for example 
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as 90 pounds. As this pressure in diaphragm 
chamber 220 is further increased the diaphragm 
29 is adapted to move against the spring 229 
for operating the rack 64 to reduce: the supply of 
fuel to the power chamber 7 correspondingly. As 
the supply of fuel to the power chamber T is 
thus reduced the force developed on the power 
pistons 4 by the combustion of such fuel and 
thereby the outward stroke of the piston assen 
blies will be correspondingly reduced, until at the 
time a chosen maximum pressure (100 pounds) is 
obtained in the storage reservoir 8a, and dia 
phragm chamber 220, the lever 224 and rack 64 
will obtain an idle position to provide a minimum 
supply of fuel to the power chamber 7. When the 
supply of fuel to the power chamber 7 is thus Fe 
duced to a minimum the explosive force thereof 
on the power piston assemblies will be insuf 
ficient to increase the pressure of air in the air 
compressing chambers 5 to a degree exceeding 
that already present in the storage reservoir. 8d. 
under which condition the piston assemblies will 
merely idle under the reduced explosive force in 
chamber 7, and against the direct bounce pres 
sure in the direct bounce chambers. 20 without 
compressing air into the storage reservoir 80, 
the direct bounce governor device. 30 operating 
at all times to maintain a sufficient quantity of 
air in the direct bounce chambers 20 for moving 
the piston assemblies to their inner chosen posi 
tion. 
As before described, pipe 8 is connected 

through the unloading valve device. 70 to pipe 
46 leading to the auxiliary high pressure corn 
pressor 47. The high pressure compressor 47 is 
operated by the pinion gear operated shaft 25 
at all times the free piston compressor is in 
operation and takes air from pipe 46, at the 
pressure present in the storage reservoir 8d., 
and compresses it into pipe f48 and thence 
through passage 58 and past the check valve 
56 in the unloading device TO to passage 55 

and through pipe 95 to the high pressure reser 
voir 94. The pressure of fluid thus obtained in 
the high pressure reservoir 94 is effective in 
chamber 54a, on piston 5 of the unloading. 
valve device TO and when such pressure is in 
creased to the chosen degree, for instance 650 
pounds, such pressure will overcome the opposing 
force of spring 54 on said piston and actuate 
said piston to unseat the check valve 4. With 
the check valve 4 unseated the discharge pipe 
48 from the high pressure compressor 4T will 

be opened to the intake pipe 46 for said com 
pressor and to pipe 8 connected to the storage 
reservoir 8a, whereby the high pressure com 
pressor 47 will be unloaded and further supply 
of fluid under pressure to the high pressure 
reservoir 94 will be terminated. 
The high pressure reservoir 94 constitutes the 

source of supply of fluid under pressure by way 
of feed valve device 67 to the direct bounce 
governor device 30 for supply to the direct 
bounce chambers 20 during operation of the 
compressor f, so that as fuid under pressure is 
used from said reservoir during such operation. 
the unloading device 70 will automatically oper 
ate to render the high pressure compressor 4 
either effective or ineffective to supply fiuid under 
pressure to said reservoir in order to maintain 
the pressure in said reservoir within limits deter 
mined by the pressure of spring 54 acting on 
the unloading piston 5. 

In starting the free piston compressor the 
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20 
under pressure from chamber 37 in the shuttle 
valve device 68 with respect to the release of 
fluid under pressure from the positioning cylin 
der devices. 3, 32, as above described, whereby, 
upon release of the operator's handle 86 a slight 
delay (perhaps one second) in operation of the 
shuttle valve device 68 to connect the direct 
bounce chambers 20 to the direct bounce 
governor device 30 results. When the direct 
bounce chambers 20 are thus connected to the 
direct bounce governor device said chambers Will 
charge With fiuid under pressure at a very fast 
rate, and immediately following, the Sequence 
valve device 69: will operate to effect release of 
the locking devices. 47. The purpose of the delay 
above mentioned is to ensure that the piston rods 
4 of the positioning cylinder devices 3, 32 will 
be returned to their normal position, in Which 
they are shown in the drawing, before the lock 
ing devices 47 release the piston assemblies for 
movement On their initial inward Stroke, SO as 
to prevent the rods 26, 28 striking the ends of 
said piston rods on said stroke. 

Eurther in connection with starting the Con 
pressor , piston F6 in the sequence valve device 
69 actuates valve OT to open pipe 54 from the 
locking devices. 47 to atmosphere when the pres 
sure of fluid in the direct bounce chambers 20 
is increased to a certain high pressure, Such as 
425 pounds, as above described. On the initial 
inward stroke of the piston assemblies of the 
compressor the pressure in chambers 24, 29 
of the sequence valve device may reduce by flow 
back to the direct bounce chambers 20 to a Sufi 
ciently Iow degree to permit spring 25 to return 
the parts of said device to the position in which 
they are shown in the drawing and in which pipe 
54 from the locking devices 47 is open to pipe 

3 from the timing wave device 4. This has 
no effect upon Operation of the locking devices 
however, since the Supply of fluid under pressure 
to pipe 3 by way of the timing valve device fi 
is terminated upon the initial inward stroke of 
the piston assemblies. However, on the initial 
power stroke of the power pistors 4 the pressure 
of fluid in the direct bounce chambers 2 and 
thereby in chamber 24 of the sequence valve 
device 69 may be increased to a sufficient degree 
to effect movement of the pistola 6 out of 
engagement with the seat 23, but without any 
effect upon Operation of the compressor. The 
piston f6 in the Secuence valve device 69 may 
thus be alternately unseated and reseated dur 
ing the first few power and return strokes of the 
power pistons 4, but when the amount of fluid 
under pressure in the direct bounce chambers 20 
becomes reduced, as previously described, to that 
degree which will not cause overstroking of the 
power pistons 4 in the inward direction, the 
maximum pressure of fluid that will then be ob 
tained in the direct bounce chambers. 20, for 
instance 225 pounds, will be insufficient to move 
the piston 6 out of contact with seat rib 23 
following which, that is, during subsequent run 
ning of the compressor , the piston f is will 
remain it contact. With Said seat rib. 

In order to stop operation of the compressor 
the Stipply of fuel to the power chamber need 
only be cut off by any suitable means (not 
shown), whereupon the piston assemblies will 

70 move to their normal inner position upon the 
initial inward stroke following, the cutting-off 
of fuel. The pressure of compressed air, but less 
combustion of fuel, in power chamber 7 will then 
move the piston assemblies apart, but on a 

choke 40 and volume 39 restrict release of fluid is shortened outward stroke, following which they 
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will move inward on a shortened stroke. Such 
OScillation of the piston assemblies may con 
tinue for a few, but ever decreasing length of 
strokes until eventually said pistons come to rest 
in Some intermediate position in which the valve 
29 in the direct bounce governor device 30 will 
be seated. With the valve 200 seated, the pres 
Sure in diaphragm chamber 8 will increase to 
a degree sufficiently exceeding that in chamber 
83 to actuate said diaphragm to open the sup 

ply valve 73 whereupon fiulid Will be supplied 
to the direct bounce chambers 2) and create a 
force on the direct bounce pistons 6 exceeding the 
force Created by pressure in the power chamber 
7. On the power pistons 4. As the fluid under 
preSSure in the power chamber 7 is then dissi 
pated by leakage, pressure in the direct bounce 
chambers 20 will move the piston assemblies to 
ward each other until the valve 200 in the direct 
bounce governor device is opened to a degree to 
provide for venting of fiuid under pressure from 
diaphragm chamber 8 at a rate exceeding the 
rate of Supply through choke 83. When this 
condition is obtained, the pressure in diaphragm 
chamber 8 will equalize into the direct bounce 
chambers 20 and diaphragm chamber 83. The 
diaphragm f85, having a greater area exposed to 
preSSure in chamber 83 than in chamber 3, 
will then deflect in the direction to open the re 
lease valve 76. The fluid under pressure in the 
direct bounce chambers 20 and diaphragm cham 
bers 83 and 87 will then be dissipated to at 
mosphere without any change occurring in posi 
tion of the parts of the piston assemblies or the 
direct bounce governor device 3. 
After the compressor f is stopped it will be 

noted that the open valve 76 will permit a con 
tinuous flow of fluid under pressure from the high 
pressure reservoir 94 to atmosphere by way of 
the feed valve device 6d and the open valve 
20. This loss is relatively slight, but if the 
compreSSOr is to remain Stopped for any length 
of time the Cut-Off Valve 233 will be closed to 
conserve the air in the high pressure 'eServoir 
94 for subsequent starting of the machine. 

Summary 
From the above description it will now be 

Seen that I have provided a relatively simple col 
trol apparatus for a free piston machine whereby 
the machine will start automatically in response 
to manual operation of a starting device and 
will automatically operate after starting to main 
tain a supply of compressed air for external use. 

Having now described the invention, what I 
claim as new and desire to secure by Lettel's 
Patent, is: 

1. Apparatus for controlling starting of a free 
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piston machine of the type having direct bounce 
and air compressing chambers in which energy 
of compressed air is adapted to move said pis 
ton from an outer position to an inner position 
to provide compression ignition, said apparatus 
comprising valve means for venting both of said 
chambers, means for effecting movement of Said 
piston to said outer position, an operator's con 
trol device for effecting operation-of both of said 
means substantially in unison, and reans opera 
ble in said outer position for supplying fluid 
under pressure to said direct bounce chamber. 

2. Apparatus for controlling starting of a free 
piston machine of the type having direct bounce 
and air compressing chambers in which energy 
of compressed air is adapted to move said piston 
from an outer position to an inner position to 
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provide compression ignition, said apparatus 
comprising valve means Operable by fluid under 
pressure to establish a vent from said chambers 
and upon release of fluid under pressure to close 
Said vent, means operable by fluid under pres 
Sure to move Said piston to said outer position 
and rendered ineffective upon release of fluid un 
der pressure, an operator's control device for 
Substantially simultaneously either supplying 
fluid under pressure to actuate both of said means 
or for releasing fluid under pressure therefrom, 
and means Operable in Said Outer position for 
Supplying fluid under pressure to said direct 
bounce chamber. 

3. Apparatus for controlling starting of a free 
piston machine of the type having direct bounce 
and air compressing chambers in which energy 
of CompreSSed air is adapted to move said piston 
from an Outer position to an inner position to 
provide compression ignition, said apparatus 
comprising automatic means for regulating pres 
Sure of fluid in said direct bounce chamber, valve 
means Operable by fluid under pressure to close 
Communication between said automatic means 
and direct bounce chamber and to open a vent 
to Said direct bounce chamber, other valve means 
operable by fluid under pressure for opening a 
went to said air compressing chamber, an op 
erator's control device for supplying fluid under 
pressure to actuate both of said valve means sub 
Stantially Simultaneously and for releasing fluid 
under pressure from both of Said valve means 
simultaneously, and means operable by fluid un 
der pressure supplied by said operator's control 
device to move said piston to said outer position 
and rendered ineffective upon release of such 
fluid under pressure. 

4. Apparatus for controlling starting of a free 
piston machine of the type having a bounce 
chamber in which energy of compressed air is 
adapted to move said piston from an outer posi 
tion to an inner position to provide compression 
ignition for starting the machine, comprising an 
operator's control element, means operable in re 
sponse to operation of Said element by the oper 
ator to open a vent from said chamber and to ef 
fect movement of Said piston to Said outer posi 
tion and operable in response to release of Said 
lever by the operator to close said vent and to 
effect a supply of fluid under pressure to said 
chamber, locking means operable automatically 
in said outer position to lock said piston against 
movement, and means operable in response to a 
chosen increase in pressure in Said chamber to re 
lease said locking means. 

5. Apparatus for controlling starting of a free 
piston machine of the type having a bounce 
chamber in which energy of compressed air is 
adapted to move said piston from an Outer posi 
tion to an inner position to provide compression 
ignition for starting the machine, comprising an 
operator's control element, vent means for open 
ing a went from said chamber, positioning means 
for moving said piston to said outer position, 
means operable in response to manual operation 
of said element to effect operation of said vent 
means and positioning means and in response to 
release of said element by the operator to render 
said vent means and positioning means ineffective 
and to also supply fluid under pressure to said 
chamber, locking means rendered effective in said 
outer position to hold said piston against move 
ment, and means automatically operative upon a 
chosen increase in preSSure in Said chamber to 
render said locking means ineffective. 



23. 
6. Apparatus for controlling-operation of a free 

piston machine having a direct bounce chamber 
in which energy of compressed air is adapted to 
move said piston from an outer position to all 
inner position to provide compression ignition, 
said apparatus comprising automatic means for 
supplying fluid under pressure to Said direct 
bounce chamber and comprising means cooper 
able with said piston at said inner position to re 
lease fluid under pressure from said direct bounce 
chamber for regulating the pressure in Said 
bounce chamber, shuttle valve means operable 
by fluid under pressure to disconnect said direct 
bounce chamber from said automatic means and 
to open it to a vent and operable from release of 
fluid under pressure to disconnect said direct 
bounce chamber from said vent and open it to 
said automatic means, positioning means oper 
able by fluid under pressure to move said piston 
to said outer position and rendered ineffective 
upon release of fluid under pressure, operator's 
control means selectively operable to either Sup 
ply fluid under pressure simultaneously to both 
said shuttle valve means and positioning means 
or to release fluid under pressure simultaneously 
therefrom, locking means operable by fluid under 
pressure to hold said piston in said outer posi 
tion and rendered ineffective upon release of fluid 
under pressure, valve means operable in Said 
outer position of said piston to supply fluid under 
pressure to said locking means, and means. Oper 
able upon a chosen increase in pressure in Said 
direct bounce chamber to cut off the Supply of 
fluid under pressure to said locking means and to 
release the fluid pressure therefrom. 

7. Apparatus for controlling starting of a free 
piston machine of the type having a bounce 
chamber in which energy of compressed air is 
adapted to move said piston from an outer posi 
tion to an inner position to provide compression 
ignition, comprising supply means for Supplying 
fiuid under pressure to said chamber, positioning 
means for moving said piston to said outer posi 
tion, control means operable to open said cham 
ber to either said supply means or to a vent, lock 
ing means for holding said piston in said outer 
position against movement by pressure of fluid 
in said chamber, means adapted for operation 
upon a chosen increase in pressure in Said cham 
ber to render said locking means ineffective, and 
control means for effecting operation of Said po 
sitioning means and of the first named Con 
trol means to open said chamber to said vent Sub 
stantially in unison and for also rendering Said 
positioning means ineffective and for effecting 
operation of said first named control means to 
open said chamber to said supply means, and 
means for delaying operation of Said first named 
control means to open said chamber to said Sup 
ply means with respect to rendering said position 
ing means ineffective, - 

8. Apparatus for controlling starting of a free 
piston machine of the type having a bounce chann 
ber in which energy of compressed air is adapted 
to move said piston from an outer position to an 
inner position to provide compression ignition, 
comprising supply means for supplying fluid 
under pressure to said chamber, positioning 
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means operable by fluid under pressure to move 
said piston to said outer position, shuttle valve 
means operable by fluid under pressure to ope, i. 
said chamber to a vent and upon release of fluid 
under pressure to open said chamber to said sup 
ply means, locking means for holding Said piston 
in said outer position against movement by pres 
Sure of fluid in said chamber, leans responsive 
to a chosen increase in pressure in said chainber 
to render said locking means ineffective, control 
means for at one time simultaneously supplying 
fluid under pressure to said positioning neans 
and shuttle means, and for at another time simul 
taneously releasing fluid under pressure from said 
positioning means and shuttle means, and means 
for delaying release of fluid under pressure from 
said shuttle means with respect, to release of fluid 
under pressure from said positioning means. 

9. Apparatus for controlling starting of a free 
piston machine of the type having a bounce 
chamber in which energy of compressed air is 
adapted to move said piston from an outer posi 
tion, to an inner position to provide compression 
ignition and said piston being movable past said 
outer position, comprising positioning means for 
moving said piston past said outer position, lock 
ing means operable by fluid under pressure for 
holding said piston for movement from said outer 
position to said inner position and rendered in 
effective upon release of fluid under pressure, 
valve means operable by said piston beyond said 
outer position to supply fluid under pressure to 
said locking means, and to hold such fluid under 
pressure in said locking means in said outer posi 
tion, supply means for supplying fluid under pres 
sure to said chamber, shuttle means for selec 
tively connecting Said chamber either to said 
Supply means or a vent, operator's control in eans 
for substantially simultaneously, at one time 
effecting operation of said positioning means and 
of said shuttle means to connect said chamber to 
said vent and for at another time rendering said 
positioning means ineffective and effecting opera 
tion of said shuttle means to connect said cham 
ber to Said Supply means, and means operable 
up-On a chosen increase in pressure of fluid Sup 
plied to said chamber by Said supply means to 
release fluid under pressure from said locking 
ea.S. 

ARTHUR. J. BENT. 
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